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WELCOME TO THE 13TH EDITION OF
THE EEYP IN PITESTI, ROMANIA!

THE REASON WHY WE HAVE GATHERED HERE
Desiderius Erasmus of Rotterdam was the greatest phylosopher
of the 15th and 16th century. He was one of the leading activists and
thinkers of the European Renaissance. His main activity was to write
letters to the leading statesmen, humanists, printers, and theologians
of the first three and a half decades of the sixteenth century. Erasmus
was an indefatigable correspondent, controversialist, self-publicist,
satirist, translator, commentator, editor, and provocateur of
Renaissance culture.
Today was the beginning of the 13th
edition of the EEYP which takes place in
Pitesti Romania. The ceremony was held in
the aula of the Constantin Brancoveanu
University, with the help received from the
Local Cultural Council and the County’s Choir,
that enchanted us with an amazing
international repertory (Romanian, African &
French songs have been performed).
The first one to speak up in front of the
almost 80 people that filled the amphitheatre was the head member of the board, Mr.
Pieter Dupon, who gave us a first image into what this EEYP stands for: Innovation and
Transition.
So what is this actually about? Why is this main theme so important with regard to
our today’s world?
EU is a sinking ship. It is becoming more and more deteriorated and destroyed
every day by one wave of political interest or another. The passengers on board are our
countries, and the crew responsible for taking care of it in order to remain stable at least
until it reaches land, is the European Parliament.
At this very moment, we are the crew. And being given the fact that we live in the
21st century and that everything is moving so fast, we must take into account that nothing
is today as it was yesterday. We can’t fix a hole in the ship with tape and expect that the
water pressure will not go though it. We can’t ask Catalunya nicely not to disjoint from
Spain and from the EU as well and think that they will forget their idea and their ambition
of independence. We need to keep our minds open and realize that only through
innovation can we make everything work again. Obviously, it shall not be as it was in the
past, but we can make the future a better place, not only for the EU, but also for the rest of
the world. As it has first been said in 2000, Europeans must be “united in diversity” in
order to come together and defeat being stuck away from evolution and prosperity.

TIPS ON HOW TO SURVIVE THE EEYP
1. Make friends
First of all, an international project is about meeting people, connecting with them
and sharing ideas and perspectives, so feel free to make friends, to bond with the
people around you. In this way, your communication skills will improve and your
committee work will develop more naturally.
2. Coffee coffee coffee
Regardless of its “not so healthy” effects towards human body, it is the only thing
that can keep you up, mates. Keep that in mind, 14 hours of committee work are
sure as hell tiring. Don’t overdose though.
INTERCITY EXPO
Last night at the IC (even though we ecnountered
some technical problems) we have managed to create an
incredible atmosphere for everyone. As always, each
country had a pretty interesting presentation, trying to make
fun of themselves in one way or another.
And above all, what is a food display without a food war? This time, Switzerland
did not remain neutral and kept firing expensive chocolates at their enemies (which was
both a blessing and a curse-diabites is not a nice disease).
INTERVIEW OF THE DAY
“Ion C. Bratianu” highschool’s principal,
mrs. Alina Manea, is a very interesting, funny
and important figure in our city, mainly because
her knowledge and skills have made a lot of
students succeed in their chosen carriers, and
also because she is charismatic and down to
earth at the same time. Today we have asked her
what does the EEYP mean for Pitesti.
“It is extremely important that we have
the chance to host it here because those who come from other countries are able to see
Romania as it is, not through other people’s words or eyes. Even though we have created
rather a negative than a positive image, I think that this makes a great opportunity for
others to realize that Romania is a developed country, that it has smart individuals and a
huge amout of European (and not only) countries have Romanian medics, engineers and

specialists who are exceedingly intelectually gifted, that we speak fluently many
languages and that we deserve better recognition throughout the world. I do hope that this
project will not remain at the stage of touristic pleasure or minimal experience. I wish that
these issues are one day resolved and that, at one point in time, someone shall do what
others should have done, because of different reasons, not because they did not want to.”

FACT OF THE DAY
As it was stated in our presentation at the IC, we do often gen
confused with russians. But that doesn’t mean we put alcohol in
everything we eat/drink. So, guys, yes, the cake from today’s luch was
both legal and non-alcoholic. Don’t worry, we are not trying to poison
you in any way, we promise!
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Tips on how to survive the EEYP
3. Speak your mind, but listen to others as well.
During the debate, it is very important to speak your mind, whenever you get the opportunity. The more involved
you get, the more experience you gain. In any case, listening to what your collegues have to say is just as
important
4. Drink water, sleep and don’t skip the meals
As EEYP mostly means intense hours of work and concentration, having a proper eating and sleeping schedule is
absolutely essential. Only a soothed mind is fully capable of comprehending the topics and coming up with a
well-prepared resolution, therefore make sure to
stay hydrated, eat well and most importantly, respect the sleeping hours.

Lunch at Star Hotel
!GOSSIP AREA!
1. Be careful, girls! According to one
of our reliable sources, Fabio Hehli
is “single and ready to mingle”.
And, in addition, the drink was
both legal and non-alcoholic.
2. Also, last night, one of the german
girls was spotted going in her room
with a boy! Some juicy details,
anyone?

What was supposed to be today’s lunch turned into a
traditional Romanian party—at the beginning at least.
Thank you, Dutch Delegation, for the speaker and for
breaking the ice!
Today you have witnessed and have danced on authentic
Romanian wedding songs!! Across our country, “Sarba”
“The Penguin Dance” are extremely common and
nobody who calls himself a Romanian dares not to know
the moves.
We do hope you enjoyed being one of us for 5 minutes!!!
We are not that bad, you see, we are fun!

INTERVIEW OF THE DAY
Today, we sat down with Mrs. Evelyn Dolk and asked her a few questions
about the EEYP.
Organizer: “What was the first time you took part in this project and what
determined you to do it?”
Mrs. Evelyn: “The first time I was asked to take part in this project was in 2008,
because there was a possibility to get sponsoring for the project. Unfortunately, they
didn’t manage to make the project historical, so I had to do the rest.”
O: “This is the first time EEYP is being held in Pitesti. How do you feel about
that?”
E: “Very good.”
O: “Comparing this session to the previous ones, what are your expectations?”
E: “Well, the expectations are always the same because I have a lot of ideas about
the youngsters. They are always coming with nice ideas, very good ideas and it’s
always a surprise, a nice surprise.”
O: “How do you see this project in the future?”
E: “In the future I think it can go on. It always depends on the people of the school
to make it possible. In the first years, we got sponsoring from the EU but that had
stopped, so now we try it this way.”

PITESTI, ROMANIA

OCTOBER 31, 2017
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INTERVIEW OF THE DAY
Today’s interview was with one of the most famous
figures of EEYP and you all know him very well. Yes,
we’re talking about Pieter Dupon.
Organizer: “You are the founder of this project. When
was the first time you took part in it and what
determined you to do it?”
Pieter: “The first time I took part in it was in
Rotterdam, 2008, with 6 schools. I got the idea when I
was in Berlin for another organisation. Back then it
seemed like it was hard to be selected because it was
and continues to be a competition. Once you join it,
you find it nice being a part of it, but you do not have
the guarantee that you will be there every year.
However, I thought I would make a cooperation with
other schools in order to assure that every year we
have an EYP. After that, I founded the EEYP because
of the “Erasmus of Rotterdam” and because I intended
to difference it from the EYP, which is another big
organisation. Then, in 2009, Rotterdam was the
European youth capital and they invested a lot of
money in it and so we could find even more schools.
And then it was Torino and so on… After a while, we
decided to make it a little bit smaller, because the
costs were big and probably because we were
cooperating with other schools like schools in Prague
and schools in Romania and you know, we know the
teachers, we know the children. It definitely is a good
project.”

O: “This is the first time the EEYP is being held in
Pitesti. Comparing this session to the previous
ones, what are your expectations?”
P: “It is for the first time that it is a totally new
subject: innovation. And innovation is so broad
and so new. I expected a lot, but then I realised
that it is no news that it may bring some kind of
problems to define the subject. But when we
actually started to think of an EEYP in Pitesti, the
VOK family said “YES, LET’S TAKE IT” and the
director of the school approved that it is a totally
different approach and that innovation is a brand
new thing. When you take it as it is, you have to
think from antoher perspective: << How can you
improve things? >> or << How can they be
better? >> , but you have to come with a solution
that has never faced the light before. Anyway,
overall, it is very good.”
O: “How do you see this project in the future.
What improvements would you bring to it?”
P: “What we desperately need are new schools,
because now Ireland has financial problems, Italy
has financial problems and in order to get a good
project you need something like 8 to 10 schools.
Therefore, we have to look for new schools to
join the club and continue with the ones that we
have already. Also, Spain is not involved
because of its political issues and Slovakia said
“no” shortly before we started, but I do hope that
this project will continue for many, many years
because it is an academic program, but it also is
one in which you as a student can meet other
students. I can tell you, I know from the last 10
years about a lot of friendships even some
marriages! One girl from Prague and a boy from
Rotterdam. And also a lot of friendships: Frank
Groen and Gavin Pelan made a tour around
Europe and met with EEYP friends. That
happens every year. A lot of students are going
to study special subjects with regard to the EU
because of the EEYP. They say it helped them
very, very much, so I really do hope that it will
continue as long as possible.”

COMMITTEE WORK
‣ It is the third day of CW already and most of
you have a great part of the resolution
ready for the GA. Tomorrow, your
resolutions will meet the bosses, aren’t you
excited about that? After days of
discussions and debating the topic, it is
finally the time you get to see how well you
worked. Don’t breathe in easement yet,
though! There still are a few more days
until the General Assembly, so good luck
with the rest of your work!

BOSS SPOILER ALERT!!!
AGRICULTURE AND RESOURCES:
Mrs.LAURA MITRAN,Mr. MIHAIL UNGURENUȘ
HEALTHCARE AND SOCIAL CARE: Mrs.
LUANA IONASCU, Mrs. ALEXANDRA IONICĂ
ENVIRONMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE:Mrs.
LAURA GHIȚĂ, Mr. MARIAN GHIȚĂ, Mr.
OCTAVIAN ANDRIȚOIU, Mr. ALEXANDRU
ANDRIȚOIU
EDUCATION AND LABOUR: Mrs. DANA
HERIȘANU, Mr. CĂTĂLIN BADEA
ECONOMIC INNOVATION: Mrs. CRISTINA
ȘERBĂNICĂ, Mr. SILVIU BADEA
FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND SECURITY: Mr.
LEONARD BÎLĂ, Mr. DUMITRU CHIRLEȘAN,
Mr. DĂNUȚ PASCARIU
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MEET THE BOSS DAY!
So, today you met the bosses. Did they
manage to abolish your resolutions so far?
We’re just kidding, don’t worry about it.
Everybody’s expectations are high around
here and we know for sure so are yours, so
hopefully, with the help received from the
bosses, your resolutions are going to kick ass
and easily pass at the General Assembly on
Friday.
Also, some people from the Media
made their appearence during today’s bosses’
visit. They took some interviews and recorded some parts of the discussions, so we can expect
an apparition on TV these days — isn’t that bloody exciting?! We will make sure to let you know
the time you have to turn the TV on in order to see your faces on the screen (VIPs soon to be,
we guess)!

Pictures from today’s
discussions

FACTS OF THE DAY
1. If you guys haven’t checked that out already, you
have to go to the coffee break room as soon as
possible. Apparently, our presis decided to take it
ahead and write their own “motion for a resolution”.
With regard to the topic they approached, we’re
looking forward to seeing what action the delegates
are going to take. Luckily, no one dared to rip the
resolution off the wall so far.
2. Alsooooooo, we would like to wish a very HAPPY
BIRTHDAY to Mel Jolie, our dear German
Agriculture delegate! We hope that all your wishes
come true and your EEYP experiences turn out to be
some of the best things in your life!
3. Another funny fact: WE DO NOT PUT CHLORINE
IN OUR POTABLE WATER, GUYS!

BIRTHDAY QUEEN

“May happiness and sunshine fill
your day not only on your
birthday, but the whole year
through!’’

INTERVIEWS OF THE DAY
Yes, guys, today we have more than one interview. The first one to answer to our questions was
Alexandru Andritoiu, an ex EEYP delegate that honoured us with his presence as a boss today. The second one is
our favourite blondie, Ruxi Trimbitas, who wants to tell us about her EEYP experience.

Organizer: “How do you feel about returning to EEYP
as a boss, not as a delegate?”
Alexandru: “It was a new and very interesting
experience. It was very nice to stay on the other side
of the table, but at the same time it is a bigger
responsability, because the experience that you
acumulated is supposed to be used very carefully with
the committee you are leading.”
O: “What does EEYP mean to you?’’
A: “For me, EEYP is a family composed of members
of my age and the teachers who took care of us that
are just like our parents. EEYP is an experience that
develops you both profesionally and humanly. I am
very happy that I took part in 3 EEYP sessions and I
hope that I will be able to take part in it again.”

Organizer: “You have taken part in 4 EEYP

sessions so far. What does it mean to you?”
Ruxi: “I couldn’t possibly describe it in a few
words, people who know me are aware of how
much I love EEYP, both for the idea and also for
the people taking part in it. I have made so many
friends that I still keep in touch with and I
honestly wish it will remain like that for a very
long time. To cut it short, EEYP means more than
just a simple project. I love it because I’ve found
family I didn’t know I had, in Romania and all
over Europe as well.”
O: “What did you enjoy most? Being a delegate, a

chair or an organizer? Why?”
R: ”I must say I enjoyed being a chair the most,
simply because of the fact that I managed to make
more friends and communicate better with them
that way. However, now, as an organizer, I enjoy
making the delegates and the chairs happy by
bringing them sweets-so who knows? By the end
of the session maybe I’ll have a straight answer.”
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Press Conference
Today, the press conference took place. A
lot of people wonder why do we always
need to have a press conference? How
will this help the committees with the
GA?
The answer is very simple: the press
conference is generally used to ask
informative questions, things in the
resolutions that are not straightforward
enough, that may need further
clarification. It is important to keep in
mind, maybe if you go again on an EEYP
experience, that the press conference is
not made for attack points, but to ask for
information. So good luck guys! Remember the real battle is right around the corner!

Birthday baby
We want to wish a very happy
birthday to our Romanian cutie
pie, Sara Bratu, who just turned
15 today! May all your dreams
come true and your resolution
pass! You are incredible the way
you are, so never change! All the
love
from
the
Romanian
delegation and from everyone in
the EEYP!

INTERVIEWS OF THE DAY
We’ve spoken with some of our old friends today, who took part in the EEYP before and wanted to speak
about it publicly. These are Roxana Ungurenus, whose last session was Girona 2017, Stefan Georgescu,
Rotterdam 2016 and Vlad Predescu, Rotterdam 2016.

ROXANA UNGURENUS
Profesionalism, inteligence, diversity. The three words coming to my mind when i
think about EEYP. I am thankful that i got to be part of such a complex
environment gathering together smart people from different backgrounds, united
here by a misting desire: to make the world a better place. I found in EEYP people i
can rely on anytime, people with distinct ways of thinking, a second family. Besides
being a social and cultural experience, i got to improve multiple parts of my
personality. And what i like the most is the feeling of inspiring someone to follow
the EEYP path.

STEFAN GEORGESCU
The Erasmian European Youth Parliament (EEYP) experience cannot be
easily described in words. It is something you cannot get from any other
type of extracurricular activity during highschool, thus making this event
unique. What happens is that in a small number of days you feel like you
live on a different planet, whith people that turn from strangers to
family. You forget about everything else and focus fully on the present.
The interesting and somehow sad thing is that you don’t fully appreciate
it until it ends. You’ll have to cope with sadness after the event closes,
but worry not, it is completely worth it. Not only for the friends you will
make, but for the things you will learn. Your English will get better,
your public speaking capabilities will improve, and you will be up to date with global issues world leaders are
facing. I was really anxious about talking in front of a crowd, but since the first time I participated, that feeling was
gone. EEYP will take out the best out of you. Don’t miss your chance to join the family.

VLAD PREDESCU
What does EEYP mean to me ? EEYP is an international project
for most people but not for me . EEYP is way more than that , its a
way to get out of your own world. You can actually acquire 10
times the information you would in school in just a few days , its
the best way to make friends and also to improve your English .
I took part in this project five amazing times , two times as a chair
and three times as delegate . I remember my first time in the project
I was only 15 and so so nervous but everyone was friendly and
that's the best thing I guess , helping others grow .
So if I could lend some knowledge I received during past EEYP
projects it would be simply this : '' Think globally , act locally !''
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The General Assembly
Here comes the time we say goodbye to this
EEYP session. There was an honour for us,
the Romanians, to be hosting this event
here, in Pitesti. We believe you all agree
with the fact that it has been a challenging
week, but we hope that we managed to
make the best of your EEYP experience.
We’re sorry that the resolutions by Health
Care and Social Care, Foreign Affairs and
Security didn’t pass during the GA today, but

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
BEST DELEGATE OF THE 13th
EDITION OF EEYP, OZAN
OZTURK!

we would also like to congratulate the
committees on Agriculture and Resources,
Economic Innovation, Education and Labour
and Environment and Infrastructure for
their beautiful results!

GA BLOOPERS
4. Well, during today’s debate on Foreign Affairs and Security’s resolution, we’ve been informed
by some delegate from Education and Labour that Putin intends to bomb the EU. Now isn’t that
funny? Watch out, people, otherwise you will end up bombarded with Russians themselves!
5. It is about time we make it public that the Health Care and Social Care basically intended to kill
our grandparents due to insufficient medical funds. Later in the GA, they mentioned that their
own beloved grandparents are encouraging them to put health above all. Isn’t that a little bit
confusing? What is the final action to take after all?
6. One of our favourite boys from Foreign Affairs and Security, Adi, attacked the Economic
Innovation during the GA by telling them that their resolution was “too communist”, but we did
all expect that, didn’t we? Considering that our precious Mihai and Stalin chaired the
committee…
7. When the Presidium decided to extend the open debate on the resolution by Economic
Innovation by 3 more minutes because of some required extra points, the committee on
Environment and Infrastructure has been recognised, but some delegate from Agriculture and
Resources apparently forgot which committee he belongs to, as he raised up and moved to the
microphone, causing the entire house to laugh, despite the Presidium’s “laughing is not in order”
announcement.
8. Another thing that provoked laughing in the house and even in the Presidium was one of the
Eduction and Labour’s delegate issue in pronouncing the word “competition”. Apparently,
“compassion” seemed more appropriate for him…
9. And as we are all aware of the saying “the best is yet to come”, we had to wait until the end of
the GA to have the greatest blooper of them all: the entire Presidium bursting into laugh and
making fun of their own “laughing is not in order” rule. They just couldn’t stop laughing and
that is a moment to remember (that’s why we will enchante your eyes and memory with this
unforgettable picture)!

